
New  Celebrity  Couple:  Ben
Affleck  is  Dating  Katie
Cherry

By Ahjané Forbes

In celebrity news, Ben Affleck found love with musician Katie
Curry. According to UsMagazine.com, the new celebrity couple
met on a dating app called “Raya.” Affleck, who recently went
through  a  celebrity  divorce  from  Jennifer  Garner,  has
reportedly been seen with Curry at several events. A Hollywood
Halloween party on October 26th was the last event at which
they were spotted.
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There’s a new celebrity couple to
follow! What are some ways to know
your new relationship has staying
power?

Cupid’s Advice: 

Dating is the trial period of a relationship. You’re in the
process of getting to know each other and deciding whether or
not you want to move forward. If you make things official with
your partner, you’re planning to be in the relationship for a
solid period of time. However, it doesn’t always work out that
way.  Cupid  has  some  advice  on  how  to  know  if  your  new
relationship will last:

1. You were friends first: Getting to know each other is an
important  factor  in  any  relationship.  Having  open
communication can lead you in the right direction. Start by
learning their likes and dislikes and what they want out of
this relationship. If it starts at friends, it can always
develop into more

Related Link: Ask the Guys’ Guy: How Do I Know My Boyfriend is
Serious About Me?

2. Make your goals known up front: If you set expectations for
your relationship, you are most likely going to try to fulfill
them. Take baby steps. Try bringing your significant other to
a party with your friends or a family event. If they are
reluctant to attend, then maybe you should reestablish what
direction you want to take with your relationship.

Related Link: Celebrity Break-Up: Find Out Why Katie Holmes
Ended Relationship with Jamie Foxx

3. Are they already planning for the future?: Planning for the
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future definitely tells you where you want the relationship to
go. If they are already asking for your input on long term
goals, then they want to be with you for a while.

What are some ways you know that your partner is serious about
the relationship?  Let us know in the comments below!

Celebrity Couple News: Emily
VanCamp Makes Tribute to Josh
Bowman on 8th Anniversary

By Hope Ankney
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In the latest celebrity news, celebrity couple Emily VanCamp
and  Josh  Bowman  recently  made  everyone  gush  over  their
relationship.  According  to  EOnline.com,  VanCamp  took  to
Instagram to post an adorable shout-out to Bowman for their
8th anniversary together. In the caption, she wrote, “Almost 1
year married, but today marks 8 years together. Thanks to this
human for making life the greatest adventure and also for
being the best dad to our furry child Frankie. We are so
lucky.” Not stopping there, she also went on to post multiple
Instagram stories that documented the couple’s time together.

In celebrity couple news, this pair
proves they are soulmates. What are
some ways to know you’ve found “the
one”?

Cupid’s Advice:

There’s something about love that just makes colors brighter,
the world happier, and your life the most magical part of the
universe. There’s nothing sweeter than finding someone that
makes you feel like you are worthy of a lifetime of love. But,
sometimes it isn’t so easy to distinguish whether or not this
person is “the one” for you. If you’re in a relationship that
you’re  thinking  could  be  your  soulmate,  Cupid  has  some
relationship tips for figuring out if your partner is “the
one” or not:

1.  They  bring  out  the  best  parts  of  you:  The  right
relationships should always show the absolute best parts of
who you are. They are meant to bring out what others can’t,
and if you feel like your partner does that, it might be a
good indication that they’re the one for you. But, remember!
Make sure you bring out the best in them, as well.
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Related Link: Relationship Advice: What We Can Learn From The
Trials And Triumphs Of Celebrity Relationships

2. Your friends and family have never seen you happier: Those
closest to you know you better than you know yourself. They
know when you’re sad, or when you’re angry, or even when
you’re  happy.  If  you’ve  gotten  comments  from  friends  and
family that detail how much happier or how much you glow since
being in this relationship, you might have found “the one” for
you. You should never be in a relationship with someone that
doesn’t make you the happiest you’ve ever felt.

Related Link: New Celebrity Couple: Miley Cyrus & Cody Simpson
Are All Smiles on Coffee Date

3. You’re each other’s biggest fans: There’s nothing like a
relationship that shows how much you support the other. If
you’re both your guys’ biggest cheerleaders, no matter what,
it’s a great indication that you found someone that can be
with you for life. It’s hard to find partners who are willing
to support you, unconditionally. If you have that in your
relationship, you’re one of the lucky ones. Cherish it!

How did you know when you found “the one?” Sound off below!

Celebrity  News:  Queen
Elizabeth  Fuels  Feud  Rumors
By Removing Photo of Duchess
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Meghan & Prince Harry

By Meghan Khameraj

In celebrity news, Queen Elizabeth reportedly removed a photo
of Duchess Meghan and Prince Harry from Buckingham Palace.
According to UsMagazine.com, the photo was first spotted in
2018  when  the  Queen  met  with  Conservative  leader  Boris
Johnson. Recently, the Queen was photographed with the High
Commissioner for Grenada, Lakisha Granta, but this time the
photo of Duchess Meghan and Prince Harry was mysteriously
missing. Tensions have been brewing amongst the royal family
after  the  famous  couples’  names  were  pulled  from  Prince
William  and  Duchess  Kate‘s  charity.  Prince  Harry  stated,”
…we’re brothers, we’ll always be brothers. We’re certainly on
different paths at the moment, but I’ll always be there for
him and as I know he’ll always be there for me.”
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In celebrity news, the rumors are
alive and well when it comes to a
feud between this royal couple and
their royal family.  What are some
ways to handle a rocky relationship
with your in-laws?

Cupid’s Advice:

Prince Harry and Duchess Meghan have been the center of a lot
of  discourse  among  the  royal  family  and  overall  British
population.  Though  Harry  and  Meghan  understand  their
relationship is subject to public opinion, Cupid has some
relationship advice to help you mend a rocky relationship with
your partner’s family:

1. Talk to your partner: Be sure that your partner is aware of
the issues at hand. It might be ideal for them to discuss the
problems with their family members before you actually get
involved. Sit down with your significant other and establish
the best way to address the problem.

Related  Link:  Celebrity  Baby  News:  Blake  Lively  &  Ryan
Reynolds Reveal Sex of Third Baby

2. Speak to the family members: Once you’ve spoken to your
partner you should try to speak to the people in their family
that don’t seem to like you. It’s important to be kind and not
come off as though you’re attacking them as that will just
cause more problems. Clearly convey your feelings while also
listening to their grievances.

Related Link: Celebrity Couple News: Jenni ‘JWoww’ Farley &
Zack Carpinello Are Back Together After Split
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3.  Accept  and  move  forward:  If  you  happen  to  work  the
situation out, try to forget any bad blood that may have been
spilled between you and your partner’s family. You don’t want
to bring up any past issues as you can finally move forward
with your relationship. However, relationships may not be that
easy. If you can’t seem to work through your issues with your
partner’s family, you should talk to your significant other
about the best way to continue your relationship.

How do you deal with your partner’s family if they don’t like
you? Let us know in the comments below!

Celebrity  News:  Why  Prince
Harry & Meghan Markle Want to
Live in Africa
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By Ahjané Forbes 

In celebrity news, Prince Harry and Duchess Meghan want to
move to Africa! After being attacked by many British media
outlets, Meghan has been having trouble adjusting to royalty.
According to UsMagazine.com, a source describes the celebrity
couple home in Kensington Palace, saying, “The critics have
made their lives ‘absolute hell’ and they’d get more privacy
in Africa – they won’t be hounded by photographers around the
clock.” The source also adds that Prince Harry believes that
having their celebrity baby Archie surrounded by nature will
be great for him.

In  celebrity  news,  Prince  Harry
plans to build a home in Africa.
What are some ways to decide where
to live with your partner?

Cupid’s Advice: 
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Planning to move in with each other can be a big step for your
relationship.  To  benefit  the  needs  of  your  partner  or
yourself, you may have to relocate. Cupid has some advice on
what to consider when choosing a place to live with your
partner:

1. Show your partner the places that you like: Start the
conversation by explaining the reasons why you like this area.
Remember to mention things that they are interested in as
well. If they like to go the gym, tell them about the local
fitness center down the street.

Related Link: Date Idea: Hometown Tourism

2. Find a compromise: You won’t always agree on everything,
but it is important to reach a mutual agreement. Don’t assume
that they will love everything about the place you want to
live.Try  to  consider  the  problematic  areas:  distance  from
work, school system for your children, and the nearest family
member. Don’t say that “it will all work out”, rather, try to
make the transition a little easier.

Related Link: Ask The Guy’s Guy: Should I Follow My Boyfriend
To Where His Job Is?

3.  Eliminate  the  negatives:  After  reaching  a  compromise,
you’ll have to figure out what you want to do about it. Start
with the process of elimination. Cross off the things you can
do without like going to a coffee shop every day or the daily
jog in the nearby park. Look for ways to accommodate these
changes.

What are some things you would decide where to live with your
partner? Let us know in the comments below!
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Celebrity Couple News: Jenni
‘JWoww’  Farley  &  Zack
Carpinello Are Back Together
After Split

By Hope Ankney

In our latest celebrity news, Jenni ‘JWoww’ Farley and Zack
Carpinello are back together! After the celebrity couple split
only two weeks ago, it seems like the two have mended their
relationship. According to UsMagazine.com, the reality star
and wrestler were seen together twice after they announced
their break-up. This is when they spent time at Universal
Studios in Florida on October 18th, and when Carpinello hung
out with Farley’s children on October 12th.
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In  celebrity  couple  news,  this
split  didn’t  last!  What  are  some
ways to decide whether to get back
together with an ex?

Cupid’s Advice:

Getting back together with an ex can be a difficult decision.
Let’s be honest, it’s much easier to patch things up with an
ex instead of finding someone new because it means we must get
to know someone new which, usually, isn’t something we want to
do.   As  you’ve  probably  broken  up  for  legit  reasons,  it
usually doesn’t stop lingering feelings from keeping the flame
alive. But, it’s important to know when these feelings aren’t
just the normal process of missing a past relationship. If
you’re unsure of whether to give your ex another chance, don’t
worry. Cupid has some relationship advice that can help you
decide:

1. Listen to your gut: The first thing you must do when
reconsidering an old flame is to listen to what your gut is
telling you. A past relationship could’ve ended because you
chose to ignore major red flags or never followed what your
gut felt. If you’re choosing to give this person a second
chance,  make  sure  you’re  willing  and  able  to  trust  your
instincts  if  things  start  to  slide  back  into  the  same
territory.

Related Link: Celebrity News: JWoww Is ‘Hurt’ After Boyfriend
Makes a Move on Angelina Pivarnick

2. Address what ended the relationship: Sometimes, partners
like to jump back together without discussing what made them
split in the first place. But, those issues seem to always
creep  back  into  a  relationship  if  they’re  not  dealt  with
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properly. It’s important for a couple to build on their new
relationship by learning from the problems that occurred in
the past that led to their break-up. It’ll help you both to
understand each other’s perspective on the situation, and it
will stop similar issues from arising in the future.

Related Link: Celebrity News: Source Says Kylie Jenner Left
Travis Scott Over Lifestyle Differences

3. Time has passed: Time heals all wounds, right? Or, so they
say. It’s possible that your relationship ended because both
of  you  just  needed  some  time  apart  from  one  another.
Sometimes, one needs to go soul-searching. Sometimes, both of
you just need to learn to live life without one another to see
if  the  relationship  is  right.  It’s  often  that  when  time
passes, you have matured and grown as people. So, when you do
find your way back together, it’s like your relationship has
recharged, and you’ve realized that you’d rather be with no
one else.

How have you decided when to get back together with an ex? Let
us know down below!

 

Celebrity  News:  Miley  Cyrus
Reacts to Comparisons of Her
Recent Romances
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By Ahjané Forbes 

In celebrity news, Miley Cyrus is definitely throwing that
wrecking ball all over the place after changing her celebrity
relationship status for the third time. The former Hannah
Montana star confirmed that she and her former girlfriend,
Kaitlynn Carter, split in late September. Shortly after, Cyrus
announced  that  she  and  Cody  Simpson  are  now  a  celebrity
couple. On October 3rd, the singer tweeted to her fans, “Get
used to me dating- this is where I am at! #HotGirlFall.” The
new  duo  are  very  comfortable  with  each  other  each  other,
displaying  PDA  and  sharing  a  history.  According  to
UsMagazine.com, Simpson says that the two met at the wrong
time originally. “We had a lot of fun then … but now we’ve
found each other in a space where we’re not partying, working
real hard and just like [to] keep things healthy,” she said.

In celebrity news, Miley Cyrus is
seemingly  not  amused  with
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comparisons  being  done  on  her
relationships. What are some ways
to keep your past relationship from
affecting  your  current
relationship?

Cupid’s Advice: 

Even though it is not traditional to jump from relationship to
relationship, Miley is showing us that there is nothing wrong
with doing so. Being a #HotGirl is a trending hashtag that is
boosting everyone’s confidence. This was made in the hopes
that  women  would  feel  more  comfortable  in  themselves  and
moving on from broken relationships. Cupid has some advice on
how to use that hot girl energy when dating someone new:

1. Don’t compare: Ladies, we all do this! However, if you are
trying to move on with your new boo, don’t compare the two!
Try to look for similar qualities like chivalry and taste in
music. Don’t make your new bae your ex bae 2.0.

Related  Link:  Relationship  Advice:  Working  Through  Your
Heartbreak

2. Do new things: Try not to relive the past through this
person. Take them to new places, so you can make new memories.
Show them your playful side! Jump out of a plane together, or
get tickets for a concert of a band you’ve never seen live.
Keep things new and fresh.

Related Link: Dating Advice: 7 Effective Ways Out of a Breakup

3. Be open to change: While you look for similarities between
you and your new partner, also look for differences. They
might not be your “usual” type of partner, but don’t give up
on  them  too  easily.  Try  to  compromise.  If  they  are  more
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introverted, plan your dates at a more personal level. Taking
a walk while holding hands or baking a cake together are two
low-key ideas. If they are more extroverted, then you won’t
have any problems finding out what they want to do. If they
tell you what they want to do that’s outside of your comfort
zone, consider doing it anyway!

What are some tips you used to stop comparing your current
relationship to your last? Share your advice in the comments
below! 

New  Celebrity  Couple:  Miley
Cyrus & Cody Simpson Are All
Smiles on Coffee Date
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By Hope Ankney

New celebrity couple alert! In the latest celebrity news,
Miley Cyrus and Cody Simpson seemed to be all smiles on their
coffee date on Sunday afternoon in Los Angeles. According to
UsMagazine.com, the two singers kept the date very casual.
This comes after Simpson shared his romance with the news
outlet  saying,  “We  just  have  a  ball  and  that’s  the  most
important part of a relationship. It hasn’t been a really
crazy sudden thing. We’ve been friends for so long that when
we sort of found each other again in a space where we’re not
partying and working really hard, [we] just like [to] keep
things healthy.”

This new celebrity couple seems to
be hitting it off. What are some
ways to know your new relationship
is strong?
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Cupid’s Advice:

When you get into a new relationship, it can sometimes seem
like  everything  is  going  so  fast.  There’s  the  whirlwind
romance, the attraction of everything that is fresh and new,
and learning everything there is to know about this person. It
can be fun and exciting, but it can also be difficult to know
when a new relationship is becoming more than just a casual
date. Fortunately, Cupid has some love advice on a few ways to
know when your new relationship is going strong:

1.  You’re  happy:  This  might  seem  obvious,  but  you’d  be
surprised how many people aren’t genuinely happy with the one
they’re dating. Strong and healthy relationships should be
full of as much fun and laughter as possible. We’re not saying
that every single moment of each other’s relationship should
be nothing but joy, but it should outweigh a lot of other
emotions that make you both well… not happy.

Related Link: Celebrity News: Miley Cyrus Appears to Shade
Exes Kaitlynn Carter & Liam Hemsworth in Post About Love

2. There’s trust: Strong relationships cannot be built unless
they have a sturdy foundation of trust. You must be able to
have a very healthy level of trust and commitment with each
other before you can label your relationship a strong one.
Communication  and  openness  are  a  big  key  to  having  a
successful  bond  with  your  significant  other.

Related Link: Celebrity Couple News: Cassie Randolph & Colton
Underwood Are ‘On the Same Page’ About Marriage

3. The relationship makes you feel safe: This is probably the
most important aspect of a bond. Knowing that you have a sense
of comfort and safety within another person is one of the best
signs of knowing if your relationship is going strong. Your
significant other should be a safety net to you when you need
them. They should provide you with a stable home and a sense
of calm when you need it. If you don’t feel safe within your
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relationship, maybe you shouldn’t still be with that person.

How do you know when your relationship is going strong? Sound
off in the comments below!

Celebrity  News:  BiP’s  Demi
Burnett Responds to Kristian
Haggerty Split Rumors

By Meghan Khameraj

In celebrity news, Bachelor in Paradise star Demi Burnett
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responded  to  rumors  that  she  and  her  fiancée,  Kristian
Haggerty, have broken up. Burnett revealed to UsMagazine.com,
“I mean in the most respectful way — it’s nobody’s business
how our relationship works. We both have so much going on
right now.” Burnett did emphasize that the famous couple is
happy, but taking their time with the wedding planning. This
celebrity  relationship  has  caught  the  attention  of  many,
especially after the dual proposal featured on Bachelor in
Paradise.

 In celebrity news, this couple is
still  engaged  and  going  strong.
What are some ways to keep outside
parties  from  affecting  your
relationship?

Cupid’s Advice:

Demi Burnett and Kristian Haggerty finally broke their silence
on  breakup  rumors.  Though  the  celebrity  couple  is  still
happily engaged, Brunett revealed that they like to keep their
relationship private. Cupid has some relationship advice to
help you keep outside parties out of your relationship:

1. Keep it private: The easiest way to keep outside parties
out of your relationship is by keeping your relationship on
the down-low. This will help you avoid any rumors as people
won’t have any information to base rumors on. They will also
have less content to judge or ask questions about.

Related Link: Celebrity News: Prince Harry & Duchess Meghan
Are Considering Moving to Canada

2. Answer necessary questions: Sometimes it’s difficult to
keep a meaningful relationship hidden from those who you love
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and care about. If your family and friends are inquiring about
your relationship or seem to get involved too often, try to
soothe their curiosity by answering their questions. However,
if you feel as though a question is too invasive, you should
not feel as though you must answer it.

Related Link: Celebrity Baby News: Lauren Conrad Welcomes Baby
No 2 with Husband William Tell

3. Tell them to stop: If you’ve tried several methods to get
people  off  of  your  back  about  your  relationship  and  they
persist, you should be brutally honest and tell them to stop.
Sometimes people only understand when they are blatantly told
something. Try not to be rude when you tell them, but be sure
to be stern in what you’re saying.

What are you willing to give up for your partner? Let us know
in the comments below!

Celebrity News: Prince Harry
&  Duchess  Meghan  Are
Considering Moving to Canada
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By Ahjané Forbes

In celebrity news, British royalty may be moving to Canada!
According to UsMagazine.com, Prince Harry and Duchess Meghan
are considering a move to the Great White North, where Meghan
Markle used to film the Suits. The celebrity couple plan to
stay in Kensington Palace for now with their celebrity baby,
Archie.

In  celebrity  news,  this  royal
couple  is  considering  a  move  to
Canada.  What  are  some  ways  to
compromise with your partner about
where to live?

Cupid’s Advice: 

Getting serious in a relationship means that you will have to
start making choices with and for the benefit of your partner.
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This may mean considering a relocation for career or family
reasons.  Cupid  has  some  advice  on  how  to  help  make  the
discussion a smoother one:

1. Listen to their reasons: You don’t have to be fond of
moving to another state or country. It is normal to feel this
way. Changing your environment is a huge adjustment, but hear
your partner out. Ask them: how will this help us or our
family? Weigh the pros and cons, and try to remain reasonable.

>Related Link: Relationship Advice: Talking Through the Tough
Times

2. Let them know your concerns: If you feel that you won’t get
enough money in the location being discussed for work, tell
them this! Also, share your thoughts on cost of living, school
systems, and transportation (if needed). Work on focusing on
common ground. Show them what you are looking for in a place
you want to call your home.

Related Link:  Date Idea: Hometown Tourism

3. Take a trip there: The only way you’ll know if you like a
new location is if you go there in person. Cruise around and
go sightseeing. This will help you become more accustomed to
the area. Let your partner show you the city they love through
a different perspective.

What are some ways you can agree on a place your partner wants
to live? Let us know in the comments below!  

Celebrity Couple News: Cassie
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Randolph  &  Colton  Underwood
Are ‘On the Same Page’ About
Marriage

By Meghan Khameraj

In celebrity news, The Bachelor stars, Cassie Randolph and
Colton Underwood are on the same page when it comes to their
celebrity relationship. According to UsMagazine.com, Randolph
revealed that they “are 100 percent on the same page.” The
famous couple was united on The Bachelor where they did not
follow the show’s tradition of getting engaged at the end of
the season. Since then, there have been a few break-up rumors
to which Randolph defended, “Colton and I are very happy and
our relationship is in a good place.” Randolph also dished
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about her relationship having to deal with public scrutiny.
Despite that, the couple has never been happier.

In celebrity couple news, this pair
is  on  the  same  page  and  are
enjoying  where  they  are  in  their
relationship. How do you deal with
outside pressure to get married?

Cupid’s Advice:

Cassie Randolph and Colton Underwood are enjoying their time
together.  Despite  countless  questions  about  marriage,  this
celebrity couple is happy to be on the same page. If you’re
also dealing with outside pressure to get married, Cupid has
some relationship advice to help you out:

1. Talk it out with your partner: The easiest way to get
through excessive outside pressure to get married is to talk
about it with your partner. Discuss if you’re comfortable
where you’re at in the relationship or if you’re ready to take
the next step. Once you and your partner are on the same page
it will be easier to deal with the pressure.

Related Link: Celebrity News: Miley Cyrus Appears to Shade
Exes Kaitlynn Carter & Liam Hemsworth in Post About Love

2. Address the pressure publically: Tell the people who are
pressuring you where you stand in your relationship. If it’s
family and friends who are pressuring you then it’s best to
sit down and talk to them. However, if you’re being pressured
by a large group of people then a social post should suffice.

Related  Link:  Celebrity  Wedding:  Justin  Bieber  &  Hailey
Baldwin Celebrate Upcoming Nuptials #2 with Rehearsal Dinner
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3. Block them out: If you’ve tried to talk to those who are
pressuring you and they still persist then it’s time to block
them out of your relationship. The outsiders should not have a
hand  in  your  relationship  if  they’re  continuously  going
against what you asked.

How do you deal with outside pressure to get married? Let us
know in the comments below!

Celebrity News: Tyler Cameron
Had  Offer  to  Become  ‘The
Bachelor’  Amid  Dating  Gigi
Hadid
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By Meghan Khameraj

In celebrity news, Tyler Cameron revealed that he was offered
the titular role on The Bachelor, but declined. Cameron has
been linked to model Gigi Hadid and the celebrity couple has
sparked non-stop dating rumors. Though Cameron didn’t mention
Hadid by name as the reason for turning down the role, he
definitely implied that he had other things going on in his
love  life.  UsMagazine.com  reports  that  Cameron  told
Entertainment Tonight, “Where I was at in my life … I just
didn’t think it was where I wanted to be. My heart wasn’t in
it.” Cameron has also been dealing with some family problems
as his father’s health has been on a decline.

In  celebrity  news,  Tyler  Cameron
turned  down  being  The
Bachelor while he was dating Gigi
Hadid.  How  do  you  know  if  your
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relationship  is  strong  enough  to
pass up a big opportunity?

Cupid’s Advice:

Tyler Cameron turned down a major career and life opportunity
by declining to star on The Bachelor. Though he stated that
there were many reasons for him not to take the role, it seems
as though his celebrity relationship with Gigi Hadid has had a
big impact on his decision. Cupid has some dating advice to
help you know if your relationship is ready to take priority
over the other aspects of your life:

1. You both give things up: A successful relationship should
be a give and take. If you and your partner are only giving or
only taking, then you should take a step back and reevaluate
the balance of your relationship. This will help further down
the  road  if  there  is  a  potential  disagreement  about  an
opportunity.

Related Link: Celebrity News: Gwen Stefani Had No Idea Who
Blake Shelton Was Before ‘The Voice’

2. You try to compromise: Nothing ever goes as perfectly as
planned, especially when you’re sharing a life with someone.
Keep in mind your partner’s feelings and wants, and try to
find a middle ground where you both can be happy. Compromises
can be difficult and take time to work out, but they are worth
it to ensure that your significant other is as happy as you
are.

Related Link: Celebrity News: Peter Weber Is Named As Season
24 ‘Bachelor’

3.  You’re  open  with  each  other:  If  you’re  finding  the
situation exceptionally difficult to navigate the best thing
to do is be open with your significant other. Let them know
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how you feel and what you really want from the situation. Be
sure to also listen to them and take into account how they are
feeling. An open and honest relationship will help you avoid
an ill-feelings toward each other.

What are you willing to give up for your partner? Let us know
in the comments below!

New  Celebrity  Couple:  Brad
Pitt  Is  Dating  Jewelry
Designer Sat Hari Khalsa
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By Meghan Khameraj

In celebrity news, Brad Pitt is officially off the market!
According to a source for UsMagazine.com, the actor is dating
jewelry designer Sat Hari Khalsa. The source claims that the
celebrity relationship isn’t too serious, but Khalsa is very
different from the women he’s been linked to in the past. The
source revealed that Khalsa is very down to earth “and has a
beautiful mind. That’s what he’s attracted to.” The celebrity
couple sparked dating rumors last year when they were spotted
together at a music benefit held by the Red Hot Chili Peppers.
Previously, Pitt was married to Jennifer Aniston before being
married to Angelina Jolie from 2014-2016, with whom he has six
children.

There’s a new celebrity couple in
town,  which  means  Brad  Pitt  has
finally moved on after his divorce
from Angelina Jolie. What are some
ways  to  know  you’re  ready  for
commitment after a brutal split?

Cupid’s Advice:

Brad Pitt has moved on after his divorce to actress Angelina
Jolie. The pair were an iconic celebrity couple, but now Pitt
is ready to start a new chapter with his new girlfriend, Sat
Hari Khalsa. Cupid has some dating advice to help you know if
you’re ready to step into a serious relationship after a bad
breakup:

1. You don’t wonder about your ex: We all have moments where
we wonder what our ex is up to and if they’re seeing anyone
new. If you’re still hung up on your ex then you aren’t ready
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to get into a new relationship. Take time to fully heal from
your past breakup before diving into a new one.

Related Link: Celebrity News: Gwen Stefani Had No Idea Who
Blake Shelton Was Before ‘The Voice’

2. You’re happy: Sadness after a breakup is normal. You’ll
eventually get to a place where you’re happy even though you
aren’t seeing your ex anymore. This may require you to focus
on other things like friends or hobbies but once you’re in a
good place in your life you’ll be ready to date again!

Related  Link:  Celebrity  News:  Hayden  Panettiere  Spotted
Holding Hands with Boyfriend Brian’s Brother After Drama

3.  You’re  ready  to  deal  with  heartbreak  again:  Every
relationship runs the risk of a potential break up. Though
it’s  great  to  remain  optimistic,  it’s  best  if  you  are
emotionally and mentally capable of handling another intense
breakup. Make sure your feelings are in check before involving
someone new.

How do you get over a breakup? Let us know in the comments
below!

Celebrity News: Gwen Stefani
Had No Idea Who Blake Shelton
Was Before ‘The Voice’
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By Ahjané Forbes

In celebrity news, “Hollaback Girl” singer, Gwen Stefani, did
not know her country superstar boyfriend Blake Shelton existed
prior to The Voice. The celebrity couple met when they had
just divorced their celebrity exes. The two have a love dovey
relationship on the show and plan to keep it that way for this
season. According to UsMagazine.com, the songwriter said, “I
mean, he’s just so magical. Blake is literally a unicorn.
Like, anywhere he goes, people are just attracted to him.”

In celebrity news, Blake Shelton’s
name  isn’t  famous  to  everyone’s
ears,  apparently.  What  are  some
ways to approach your crush?

Cupid’s Advice: 

It’s not all that bad to not know who your crush was until you
met them. That said, approaching your crush can be the hardest
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thing to do. Cupid has some advice on how to approach your
crush:

1.  Watch  how  they  interact  with  others:  What  is  their
personality like? Are they reserved or outspoken? Do you see
any key indicators on them like a football team logo or a name
tag  from  a  job?  Use  what  you  can  find  to  strike  up  a
conversation to break the ice.

Related  Link:  Celebrity  News:  Ben  Simmons  Leaves  Flirty
Comment on Kendall Jenner’s Instagram Pic

2. Show them you’re interested: Walking passed your crush
well-dressed  and  making  eye  contact  is  not  just  for  the
movies. It actually works. Eye contact and being groomed is a
very attractive tactic that can draw your crush to you. Reel
them in with a playful stare as you walk passed, keep looking
at them, and then turn away. This will get there attention and
who knows they might just make a move on you!

Related Link: Celebrity Couple News: Ben Higgins Reveals He
Kissed New Girlfriend The First Time He Saw Her 

3. Talk to them: It’s okay to just have a normal conversation
with them to see what they are all about. Try not to bring up
that you like them at first. See if they mention that they are
with someone, and then take that approach. Their personality
will tell you a lot about if you want to pursue them further.
Take baby steps before rushing for the goal!

When you had a crush how did you get their attention? Share
your experiences in the the comments below!
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Celebrity Couple: Katy Perry
& Orlando Bloom Steal Kiss at
Misha  Nonoo’s  Rehearsal
Dinner

By Ahjané Forbes

In celebrity news, Orlando Bloom makes Katy Perry feel like
she’s living a “teenage dream” when the two steal a kiss at
designer Misha Nonoo’s rehearsal dinner. The celebrity couple
are engaged and are set to elope any day now. The two kept
showing signs of affection all night. According to People.com,
the lovebirds kept laughing while talking with their famous
friends.
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This celebrity couple isn’t afraid
to show their affection in public.
What are some ways to show you care
about your partner in public?

Cupid’s Advice: 

Letting everyone see the love you share with your partner is
an important part of the relationship. Holding hands, stealing
a kiss, and even eye contact can be signs of affection to
display in public. Cupid has some ways you can get lovey dovey
with your partner in public:

1. The basics: Hand holding and kissing are the universal
displays  of  affection  that  can  be  shown  by  every  couple.
However, it is important that you and your partner discuss
what is acceptable and what is not. Some people like a peck on
the cheek or a lip bite rather than a French kiss in the
public eye. Learn to keep it cute and concise.

Related Link: Celebrity Couple News: Kendall Jenner Spotted
‘All Over’ Ben Simmons at Dinner with Sisters

2. Look fabulous together: Matching outfits or wearing the
same color can be a way to show your love for your partner.
It’s also great for the pics you’re bound to post on social
media. Wearing the same color makes you look like a “unit”.
This is also a way to get creative with your partner. Doing
cute things like wearing a shirt that says “His Queen” or “Her
King” and vice versa will let everyone know you’re together.
Related  Link:  Celebrity  Couple:  Colton  Underwood  &  Cassie
Randolph Sport Romantic Jerseys at Hockey Game

3. Be there for them: This might seem like an obvious one, but
it’s not just about dates all the time. If your lover is an
artist, show up at their art show, take pictures, and post
them on social media. Write a cute message like, “I have
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fallen in love with you all over again” while showing their
recent work. Being present in the moment will make them feel
really good, especially if you’re trying to get more serious.
This is an important factor to keep in mind if you want to be
#couplegoals.
What are some cute way you show affection to your other half?
Tell us about in the comments below!

Celebrity  News:  Former
‘Bachelor’  Contestant  Kirpa
Sudick  Squashes  Cam  Ayala
Dating Rumors
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By Hope Ankney

In celebrity news, former Bachelor contestant, Kirpa Sudick,
is dismissing rumors of dating Bachelor in Paradise alum Cam
Ayala. Bachelor Nation began speculating a potential spark
between the two when Sudick took to Instagram to upload a post
in  dedication  to  Ayala’s  birthday.  Ayala  had  commented
underneath the post saying, “ILYSM” alongside a heart emoji
and an angel emoji. According to UsMagazine.com, the reality
star squashed the rumors by stating, “We are just friends and
not dating! I’ve just been very lucky to have met so many
great people through The Bachelor!”

In celebrity news, Kirpa Sudick is
not  dating  Cam  Ayala  after  all.
What  are  some  ways  to  tastefully
let people know you are not dating
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someone?

Cupid’s Advice:

Just like celebrities, sometimes we can post something on our
social media that tend to look different than how we intended.
But unlike them, we can’t go to a news source and dismiss
these relationship rumors. Instead, we have to think up ways
to tastefully let others know we’re not dating someone without
looking too defensive. If you’re in this predicament, and you
don’t know how to go about squashing dating rumors, don’t
worry! Cupid has you covered with our love advice on how to
nicely let others know you’re not dating this person:

1. Be playful: Sometimes, having fun with the situation can be
a good way to let others know it doesn’t bother you before you
let them know you guys aren’t dating. If both you and the
other person are game, it can be funny to be playful and
pretend like you are dating. Be over-dramatic with the idea,
posting mushy comments, creating your own ‘ship’ name, taking
ridiculous photos together, etc. By doing this before coming
clean that you both aren’t dating, it can let people know that
none of it bothered you, and it wasn’t a big deal!

Related Link: Celebrity News: ‘The Bachelor’ Star Tia Booth
Has a New Boyfriend

2. Be kind: This might seem like an obvious answer, but there
are ways you can dismiss dating rumors that are much harsher
than you meant them to be. Try and be as kind as possible when
letting  others  know  you  aren’t  dating  someone.  Saying
something rude or condescending can make you look bad when
someone was just curious about the situation. So, try and be
as polite and friendly as you can when letting others know so
you don’t look like a ticking timebomb anytime something false
is said about you!
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Related Link: Celebrity News: ‘BiP’ Star Caelynn Responds to
Blake Releasing Their Texts

3. Be direct: Perhaps, the best way to be tasteful is to just
be honest about it. Being direct doesn’t have to be harsh, and
it can stop speculation quickly. Simply explain away the idea
that you and the person are dating and then say nothing else
on the matter. By facing the situation head-on and refusing to
talk about it further, it can be an easy and effective way of
stopping the rumors from circulating.

Do you have any tips for tastefully letting others know you
aren’t dating someone? Sound off in the comments!

Celebrity  News:  Laura  Dern
Speaks  Out  About  Bradley
Cooper Dating Rumors
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By Hope Ankney

In the latest celebrity news, Laura Dern dismissed all dating
rumors  between  herself  and  Bradley  Cooper.  According  to
UsMagazine.com,  the  actress  opened  up  about  her  close
relationship with Cooper, stating, “We are amazing friends,
and we’re family.” This set of rumors circulated soon after
Cooper’s celebrity relationship with supermodel Irina Shayk
ended back in June.

In  celebrity  news,  this  pair  are
just  good  friends.  What  are  some
ways  to  lay  false  relationship
rumors to rest?

Cupid’s Advice:

Sometimes, it can be frustrating for two people to be friendly
towards one another without others thinking something romantic
is  going  on  behind  the  scenes.  Platonic  relationships,
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especially between the opposite sex, have a connotation that
there must be underlying feelings there when that isn’t always
the case. Two people enjoying each other’s company is fairly
common. Friendship exists. If you’re stuck in a situation
where others are trying to make something out of nothing,
don’t worry! Cupid has some love advice on how to lay pesky
relationship rumors to rest:

1. Direct conversation: Sometimes communication can be the
biggest  key  when  dismissing  relationship  rumors  with  your
friends. They might just be teasing you about it for fun,
without realizing it can actually bother you. If you haven’t
been  abundantly  clear  about  this  newfound  friendship,  sit
these friends down and have a direct conversation about it.
Opening up about how you aren’t dating this specific person
and explaining why these false rumors have been bothering you
may allow them to realize that you’re telling the truth and
not  assume  anything  else  about  the  relationship  or  even
relationships in the future!

Related  Link:  Celebrity  Break-Up:  Bradley  Cooper  Enjoys  a
Boys’ Night in L.A. After Irina Shayk Split

2. Ignore it: Perhaps, people are only speculating about you
and this other person because they know it gets a rise out of
you. If these rumors don’t overly upset you, find it in you to
simply ignore what others are saying. Like is told to us from
a young age, ignoring someone’s teasing can often lead to the
teasing to stop, altogether. This can be used in your adult
life, as well. If you pretend like these false rumors don’t
bother you, the situation will probably diffuse itself.

Related Link: Celebrity News: Halsey Responds to Rumors She’s
Dating John Mayer

3. Be open publicly: If all else fails, maybe it’s time to
take to social media! Making a post about false relationship
rumors can be overkill, but if nothing else has worked to stop
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it,  it  can  be  an  effective  way  to  get  others  to  stop
speculating. Make a status update, tweet, or even post a photo
of the both of you explaining away the rumors. Speaking out
publicly about the situation can immediately dismiss it if
you’re taking that much time and effort to set the record
straight on your social media platform!

How have you been successful in dismissing false relationship
rumors in your life? Tell us down below!

Celebrity News: Miley Cyrus &
Kaitlynn Carter Step Out for
Date  Night  in  Matching
Outfits
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By Meghan Khameraj

In celebrity news, pop star Miley Cyrus and actress Kaitlynn
Carter were spotted in matching outfits for date night in New
York City. According to EOnline.com, the pair stepped out in
coordinated  black  ensembles.  Cyrus  wore  black  slacks,  a
blazer, and a crop top while Carter donned a black leather
miniskirt, a blazer, and a blouse. Although the famous couple
has been spotted together during the last two months, this was
one of the first times they’ve been out in New York City. A
source  for  EOnline.com  reports  that  this  celebrity
relationship is getting more serious, “Kaitlynn has been a
huge  support  system  for  Miley  and  they  haven’t  left  each
other’s sides. Their relationship is getting more serious.”

In celebrity news, Miley Cyrus and
Kaitlynn  Carter  wore  matching
outfits for their date night. What
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are  some  cute  ways  to  coordinate
your clothes for date night?

Cupid’s Advice:

Miley Cyrus and Kaitlynn Carter looked super cute in their
matching black outfits. However, it’s easy to go from cute to
corny when it comes to matching outfits. Luckily, Cupid has
some advice that will help you and your significant other look
coordinated and cute instead of tacky:

1. Wear dark colors: Just like Cyrus and Carter, stick to dark
colors for a classy matching ensemble. You want to highlight
that you’re matching with your partner while also making it
look  natural.  Bright  colors  will  distract  from  the
coordination  and  look  as  though  it’s  forced.

Related Link: Celebrity News: Brody Jenner is ‘Happy’ for
Miley Cyrus & Ex Kaitlynn Carter

2. Pick a vibe: If you want to go for a more subtle approach
to matching with your partner an easy way to do so is to pick
a vibe or an aesthetic. Are you trying to channel high fashion
or a look from a certain era? You don’t necessarily have to
match colors or specific articles of clothing, but as long as
you both go for the same general idea you’ll both look chic!

Related Link: Celebrity Couple News: Britney Spears’ BF Sam
Asghari Reflects on Their Relationship

3. Keep it simple: Simply, don’t overdo it. We’ve all seen
those  pictures  of  celebrity  couples  in  the  early  2000s
coordinating outrageous outfits. You don’t want to follow in
their steps. If matching outfits scare you,  try to coordinate
accessories instead of entire ensembles and work your way up.

What do you think of matching outfits? Let us know in the
comments below!
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Celebrity  News:  Hayden
Panettiere  Spotted  Holding
Hands with Boyfriend Brian’s
Brother After Drama

By Meghan Khameraj

In celebrity news, Hayden Panettiere was spotted hand-in-hand
with her boyfriend Brian Hickerson’s brother. According to
UsMagazine.com, the celebrity couple fell apart when Brian was
taken  into  custody  for  domestic  violence  in  May  after
Panettiere had “marks on her neck” after the incident. A judge
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also granted Panettiere with a protective order stating that
Brian was not allowed to come within 300 yards of her or
contact her. Since then, Panettiere has been spending a lot of
time with her ex’s brother, Zach Hickerson, but this isn’t the
start  of  a  new  celebrity  relationship.  Sources  for
UsMagazine.com state that Panettiere and Brian’s brother are
not a celebrity couple or romantically involved in any way,
and in fact, “they have been friends for as long as she’s been
dating Brian; Zach and Brian are close.”

In celebrity news, we’re wondering
if Hayden and Brian’s brother are
involved as more than friends. What
are some ways to keep gossip from
affecting your relationship?

Cupid’s Advice:

Hayden and Brian’s brother are walking a thin line between
just friends and celebrity couple. While your relationship may
not be as public as Hayden and Zach’s, Cupid has some advice
that will help keep gossip out of your relationship:

1. Build trust: Your relationship should be built on a solid
foundation meaning that you and your partner trust each other.
It’s easy to let gossip create tension in your relationship
but if you truly trust your partner then the rumors and gossip
will have no impact on your relationship.

Related Link: Celebrity Couple News: Tyler Cameron Attends
Funeral for Gigi Hadid’s Grandmother

2. Address the gossip: If gossip or any potential rumor makes
you or your significant other uncomfortable you should address
it. Express how you feel with your partner without causing a
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fight. If you’re both open and honest you should be able to
address the rumors effectively.

Related Link: Celebrity Exes: Kristen Stewart Is ‘So Happy’ Ex
Robert Pattinson is Batman

3. Focus on each other: Gossip and rumors may persist even
after you address them. If they are still having a significant
impact on your relationship then it is best to just focus on
your partner as long as you two are on the same page. People
will always find something to gossip about so as long as it
doesn’t change your life it’s best to just ignore it.

What do you do if there is gossip going around about you? Let
us know in the comments below! 

Celebrity  Couple  News:  Why
Jana  Kramer  &  Mike  Cuassin
Are  So  Open  About  Their
Marriage
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By Hope Ankney

In  celebrity  news,  celebrity  couple  Jana  Kramer  and  Mike
Cuassin discuss why they are so open about their marriage.
According  to  EOnline.com,  the  two  stars  explained  their
openness after being asked why people feel connected to their
podcast: Whine Down With Jana Kramer. Kramer said, “Because we
don’t hold back and we talk about real stuff and we don’t
sugarcoat  anything  and  we’re  not  like,  ‘Our  marriage  is
perfect.’ We are very open and honest about our struggles,
which then opens the door for our listeners to have that same
experience and be able to relate.”

In celebrity couple news, Jana and
Mike are very open and honest about
the  ups  and  downs  of  their
celebrity marriage. What are some
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ways being open about the issues in
your marriage can help you resolve
them?

Cupid’s Advice:

The way a couple decides to communicate within their marriage
can  tell  a  lot  about  how  successful  and  sustainable  that
marriage will be. Discussing issues when they arise can save a
lot of heartaches later, and it also builds a sense of trust
and vulnerability within the two of you. It can be tough, but
Cupid has some love advice on how being open about problems in
your marriage can actually lead to a healthier and stronger
relationship:

1. Allows you both to be heard: A marriage is a two-way
street. In a relationship, it’s only natural to want to feel
heard and validated when things that upset you. When healthy
communication is enacted in a marriage, the two of you will be
able to feel like your need for being heard has been met. It
also helps present issues not turn into bigger issues down the
road.

Related Link: Celebrity News: Jana Kramer Reacts to Husband
Mike Caussin Saying Cheating Would Be a Dealbreaker

2. Creates a safe-space: More often than not, marriages can
fall into a routine of tiptoeing around the other when it
comes  to  certain  subjects.  It’s  almost  like  you’re  both
keeping secrets just to appease each other and not start a
conflict. But, consistently being open about issues within
your relationship can create a place of vulnerability and calm
between the two of you. Having this comfort of never feeling
judged around your partner helps in facilitating a safe space
that allows both of you to confide in each other anytime
something feels off.
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Related Link: Celebrity Marriage: Why Harry Hamlin’s Marriage
to Lisa Rinna Works

3.  Helps  in  understanding  one  another:  The  most  critical
aspect of being open about your issues in a marriage is that
it causes your partner to understand why you’re upset. Bad
communication  can  cause  one-sided  perspectives  that  blind
someone as to why their spouse is reacting the way they are.
Sitting down and being open about your issues can help in
understanding why something has caused an issue within your
marriage. It strengthens a relationship and allows you both to
understand each other’s point of view when something like this
arises in the future.

What are some ways that being open in your marriage has helped
you resolve conflict? Sound off below!

 

Celebrity Couple News: Tyler
Cameron  Attends  Funeral  for
Gigi Hadid’s Grandmother
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By Meghan Khameraj

In  celebrity  news,  The  Bachelorette  star  Tyler  Cameron
supported girlfriend and model Gigi Hadid at her grandmother’s
funeral. According to EOnline.com, the celebrity couple was
spotted alongside Bella Hadid, Anwar Hadid, Anwar’s girlfriend
and pop singer Dua Lipa. Hadid’s grandmother passed away at
the age of 76 after battling cancer six times throughout her
life. The celebrity couple began dating last month, but have
grown  extremely  close  during  their  short  time  together.
Cameron has also grown closer with Hadid’s friends, such as
Lover  singer  Taylor  Swift  and  world-renowned  tennis  star
Serena Williams.

In celebrity couple news, Tyler is
supporting  his  new  love  during  a
tough time. What are some ways to
show your support for your partner
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amid tragedy?

Cupid’s Advice:

Although they’ve only been together for a month, Tyler Cameron
supported  his  girlfriend  Gigi  Hadid  during  an  extremely
personal and difficult time. Cupid has some advice to help you
be there for your partner without overstepping:

1. Listen: When your partner is going through a difficult
time, the best thing you can do is to just listen to them. If
they need to vent or cry, offer a shoulder to cry on, but
don’t make the situation about you or how you’re feeling.

Related Link: New Celebrity Couple Pete Davidson & Margaret
Qualley Travel to Venice Ahead of Red Carpet Debut

2. Give them space: No one wants to be coddled when all they
want is some alone time. Allow your significant other to work
out their issues alone if they need to, but be sure to let
them know that you’re always there if they happen to need you.
It might be difficult, but finding the right balance of space
and support will make your partner feel less alone and not
suffocated.

Related Link: Celebrity Couple News: Britney Spears’ BF Sam
Asghari Reflects on Their Relationship

3. Be patient and understanding: The worst thing you could
possibly do during a difficult time is to not be considerate
of what your significant other is going through. It could take
weeks or months for your partner to get back to the way they
were  before  the  tragedy,  but  if  you  show  your  support
hopefully your relationship will come out of the difficult
time even stronger than it was before.

What are some ways your partner can make you feel supported?
Let us know in the comments below! 
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Celebrity  Couple  News:
Britney  Spears’  BF  Sam
Asghari  Reflects  on  Their
Relationship

By Meghan Khameraj

In celebrity news, fitness model Sam Asghari opened up about
his  celebrity  relationship  with  pop  icon  Britney  Spears.
According to UsMagazine.com, Asghari revealed to Entertainment
Tonight that he was hand-selected by Spears to star in her
“Slumber Party” music video in 2016. From then on, sparks
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began to fly between the celebrity couple as they exchanged
numbers and started to date like a normal couple. On New
Year’s Day of 2017, they announced their relationship to the
world via Instagram. Since the couple made their celebrity
relationship Instagram official, they made their red carpet
debut at the Once Upon a Time In Hollywood premiere this July.
A source for UsMagazine.com reports, ” He is such a positive
light in her life. No one makes her smile this much — other
than her boys.”

In celebrity couple news, Britney
Spears’ boyfriend is opening up on
how the pair got together. What are
some ways to initiate things with
your crush?

Cupid’s Advice:

Britney Spears and Sam Asghari are completely head over heels
for each other. However, just like any other couple, they had
to get through the nerve-wracking first move. Cupid has some
advice that will help you talk to your crush without breaking
a sweat:

1. Find common interests: If you want to get closer to your
crush the easiest way is to find something that you both have
in common, whether that’s a similar hobby or a favorite band.
Talk to your crush about your similarities to foster a deeper
friendship that could grow into something more.

Related Link: New Celebrity Couple Pete Davidson & Margaret
Qualley Travel to Venice Ahead of Red Carpet Debut

2.  Hang  out  in  person:  Texting  and  direct  messaging  is
probably the most prevalent form of current communication, but
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messages can get lost in translation and honestly it’s just
not the same as hanging out in person. Try to grab coffee with
your crush and talk about your common interests.

Related Link: Celebrity News: Orlando Bloom Reveals How Past
Divorce Affects Katy Perry Relationship

3. Be open: Although it can be scary to let your crush know
that you want more than just a friendship, it is a simple way
to avoid future heartbreak. You don’t want to cry to sad
Taylor Swift songs because you spent so much time pining over
unrequited love. If you are open with your crush you can get
rid of any doubt in your mind and either enjoy your newfound
relationship or start to move on.

What are some ways you have initiated things with a crush in
the past? Let us know in the comments below! 

Celebrity  News:  Miley  Cyrus
Gets Close to Kaitlynn Carter
at Lunch with Mom Tish
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By Hope Ankney

There was lots of love for Labor Day weekend! In celebrity
news,  it  seems  that  Miley  Cyrus  and  Kaitlynn  Carter  are
getting closer as they were seen grabbing lunch with Cyrus’
mom,  Tish,  in  Los  Angeles  on  Sunday.  According  to
UsMagazine.com, the celebrity couple was spotted in a parking
area of a local restaurant, with Cyrus’ arm wrapped snugly
around Carter, both sporting smiles. This is the second time
the two have been seen getting lunch with Tish in the past two
weeks.  The  duo  spending  more  time  with  one  another  comes
shortly after their respective break-ups with Liam Hemsworth
and Brody Jenner.

In celebrity news, Miley Cyrus is
getting closer to Kaitlynn Carter
after  Liam  Hemsworth  filed  for
divorce.  What  are  some  steps  you
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can  take  to  move  on  after  an
intense split?

Cupid’s Advice:

Not everyone is experiencing a celebrity break-up, but the
hurt generated by splits are universal. Break-ups are hard,
and it’s even harder when an ex quickly moves on with someone
new.  But,  it’s  not  impossible  to  get  over  a  heartbreak!
Fortunately, Cupid has some relationship advice on steps to
take after you go through an intense split:

1. Remove the rose-colored glasses: Sometimes, it’s easy to
forget that we are all just human. It’s natural to almost
idealize  an  ex-partner  after  a  break-up,  experiencing
insecurities and wondering if you’ll ever find someone that
matches up to them. But, it’s important to make an effort to
see the limitations of this person. They have flaws, doubts,
and insecurities, themselves. They were never perfect, and
it’s better to find the logic in the realistic nature and
incompatibilities of the break-up to be able to properly move
on.

Related Link: Celebrity Break-up: Miley Cyrus & Liam Hemsworth
Split Less Than 8 Months After Wedding

2. Surround yourself with good friends: Good friendships are
important for many things, but they are especially important
when life-altering situations occur like intense break-ups.
They tend to be your biggest supporters, rooting you on and
giving you the love and positivity you need. They are there to
distract you and pick you up when you’re feeling down. When
relationship problems arise, these people are the ones that
help you put the relationship into perspective, making it
easier to see the ex-lover objectively.

Related  Link:  Relationship  Advice:  How  to  Approach  Social
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Media Post-Breakup

3. Find a great therapist: Therapy is a very helpful tool when
going through hardship. It acts as a safe space to open up
about feelings and communication without being judged. Working
through loss, like a relationship, in a setting where you can
freely talk and further your introspection is significant in
easing  the  pain.  A  lot  of  people  feel  more  comfortable
speaking out about these kinds of issues with someone they
hold no personal attachment to than those they know. Find a
therapist you can trust being vulnerable around, and you might
have a healthier time moving on from your past relationship.

Can you think of other steps you’ve personally experienced
that helped in getting over your most intense splits? Let us
know in the comments below! 

New  Celebrity  Couple  Pete
Davidson  &  Margaret  Qualley
Travel to Venice Ahead of Red
Carpet Debut
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By Meghan Khameraj

In  the  latest  celebrity  news,  Pete  Davidson  and  Margaret
Qualley went to Italy together! According to an insider for
UsMagazine.com,  the  newly  announced  celebrity  couple  have
“been seeing each other for a couple of months.” Though the
couple has been together for a few months, they are set to
make their first public appearance as a famous couple at the
76th Venice Film Festival.

In  celebrity  news,  this  new
celebrity couple is ready to step
out as an official couple together.
How do you know when to take your
relationship public?

Cupid’s Advice:

Pete  Davidson  and  Margaret  Qualley  are  taking  their
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relationship  to  the  next  level  with  their  first  official
appearance as a celebrity couple. While this is a big and
sometimes scary step, Cupid has some relationship advice that
will help you figure out if you’re ready:

1. You both want to go public: This may seem obvious, but if
you and your partner aren’t on the same page, then going
public will only add fuel to the fire. Talking about your
relationship with your partner in the early stages will allow
your relationship to be more honest.

Related Link: Celebrity News: Kendall Jenner & A$AP Rocky
Attend Sunday Service After He’s Released from Prison

2. You picture a long-term relationship: You wouldn’t want to
announce your new relationship to all your friends and family
just to break up a few weeks later. If you can’t picture
yourself with your partner in the future, then it’s time to
rethink going public.

Related Link: Celebrity News: Jennifer Garner Has Found a
‘True Partner’ in John Miller

3. You’re ready for opinions: With a public relationship comes
public opinion. You and your significant other should be ready
to  deal  with  any  negativity  that  might  surround  your
relationship. Focus on the positive that comes with having a
public relationship, such as honesty and trust.

What are some tell-tale signs that a relationship isn’t ready
to go public? Let us know in the comments below! 
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Celebrity  News:  Jennifer
Garner  Has  Found  a  ‘True
Partner’ in John Miller

By Katie Sotack

In celebrity news, Jen and Ben are officially over. Jennifer
Garner announced she has found solace with her new partner
John Miller, a Cali Group CEO. After a hectic year divorcing
Ben Affleck and supporting him through two stints in rehab, a
source told UsMagazine.com, “John is the complete opposite of
Ben. Jen feels like she’s finally found a true partner.” Both
Garner and Miller are committed to keeping their relationship
low-key as well as being successful co-parents to their kids
from previous marriages.
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In celebrity news, Jennifer Garner
feels  like  she’s  finally  met  her
match. What are some ways to know
you’ve met your “true partner”?

Cupid’s Advice:

Sometimes you just know you’ve found the one. Butterflies
flutter in your gut, and your heart swells just looking at
them. But, a true partner goes far beyond falling in love.
Here are relationship tips to be sure your significant other
is the one:

1. You want the same things: A partner should share your
goals. When it comes to spending your life with someone, they
should generally want the same things. If kids, a suburban
house, and a steady career are in your future, love won’t save
your  relationship  with  a  kid-hating,  apartment-renting,
daredevil.

Related Link: Celebrity Break-up: Miley Cyrus & Liam Hemsworth
Split Less Than 8 Months After Wedding

2. They support you: Of course not all goals need to be share.
However they should stand by your individual goals and root
you on as you achieve them. For example, if you want to eat
healthy and get fit your partner doesn’t need to do the same.
However a partner that undermines your attempts to stay on
track by offering you ice cream every night is not trying to
help you succeed.

Related  Link:  Celebrity  Parents:  Former  ‘Bachelor’  Arie
Luyendyk Jr. Calls Wife Lauren the ‘Hottest Momma’

3.  You’re  both  willing  to  work:  Aside  from  goals,
communication  is  the  key  to  a  healthy  relationship.  A
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partnership likely won’t have to same communication styles.
But true significant others should be willing to compromise
and workshop communication for a healthy relationship.

What are some other ways to know you’ve met your match? Share
your thoughts below.


